Take Control of Your Evidence Room

PMI has been providing bar-coding systems for industry since 1984 and Law
Enforcement for the past 17 years. Our PMI Evidence Tracker™ system will give you
the easiest to use, most economical and “Cop Friendly” evidence management system
on the market today. PMI Evidence Tracker™ is a powerful evidence management tool
that was developed by Cops for Cops, to dramatically reduce your work load by
providing an automated control system for managing both your evidence and physical
property. Affordable and easy to use, yet powerful enough to keep detailed information
about each piece of evidence, our PMI Evidence Tracker™ provides a simple solution
to a complex problem.

Features
Customizable Single Evidence Input Screen
Only one screen to enter or edit evidence, not multiple screens. Intuitive customization
enables you to tailor the evidence screen to meet department needs. Edit field names,
make fields required or auto-fill, move field locations, create your own drop down lists,
hide unneeded fields plus add multiple attachments to each piece of evidence.

Unlimited User License That You Own
Install the program on your server and access it from any client, work station or remote
desktop that’s on the same network. No annual user fees because you own the license.

Batch Check In / Batch Check Out
Batch Check In/Out saves time when processing destruct orders or purging evidence
from your property room. Use a barcode scanner to automate the task and process
multiple pieces of evidence quickly.

Includes Asset Module
The asset module allows your quartermaster to identify and keep track of all equipment
and other assets. You can assign equipment to an individual or location and can print
out any number of predefined reports and unlimited custom reports.

User Friendly Custom Report Writer
Not only does our program come with many familiar predefined reports, but you can
create an unlimited number of custom reports based on criteria of your choosing. The
reports are all generated within the program, eliminating the need for a third-party
reporting system.

Automatic Backup
Backup your data manually or schedule automatic backup by day, week, month and at a
time of your choosing.

Activity Log
Activity Log keeps track of all activity in the program by individual user. You’ll know the
What, Where, Who, When and Why for each piece of evidence in the program from
recovery to disposal.

Import Data
Import function allows the importing of case data into the PMI Evidence Tracker™
system from another SQL database or a delimited file. The Import can run in a manual
(one time) or polling (continual) mode. The polling mode has a user defined adjustable
frequency rate.

What’s Included & Pricing
System Includes: Evidence & Asset modules, Barcode Printer, Barcode Scanner,
Labels, Ribbons, Site License that you own plus a year of Technical Support and Free
Shipping. Prices start at $2,450 for two user license and $4,450 for unlimited user
license.

